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Chapter 0491 The combined fighting skills of the two grandmasters were 

invulnerable, attacking Alexander everywhere. Their moves complemented 

each other, making no mistakes! At the same time, the 70 to 80 men from the 

Simmons and Waine families were also in action! Although they were not 

grandmasters, they had refined vital energy in their bodies. Some were armed 

with either machetes or daggers in their hands. 

Some of them were barehanded, sealing all the directions that Alexander 

might dodge, thus closing the formation. 

It was no exaggeration to say that in that short moment, the attack they 

launched was flawless, and their ability to contain Alexander was foolproof. 

Even a supreme grand martial artist with dominant strength would find it 

difficult to deal with such a situation. 

Even if one was able to deal with it, they would not be able to stop their 

stormy attack! "It was commendable for a mere second-tier family to come up 

with this kind of combined combat skills formation." Seeing the grandmasters' 

imminent strike, Alexander smiled and made a nonchalant comment. Then he 

raised his right hand and shook it. """A small formation like this is vulnerable in 

the face of the truly powerful masters!" Boom! It was soft. 

The air in the spacious reception hall seemed to freeze for a moment, and the 

sound of shattering glass resounded in everyone's ears. 

It was as if a stone had suddenly been thrown into the calm lake, and a ripple 

wave visible to the naked eye slowly spread out, wiping out the two 

grandmasters and the 70 to 80 men, easily destroying the unbreakable 
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formation! Such was the power of the Lord of War! This was an absolutely 

crushing and invincible stance. All of them, including the two grandmasters, 

were tossed aside. They were swept away by this wave and hit the walls of 

the room almost simultaneously, shattering the reinforced concrete wall into 

human- 

shaped dents. Slalch Thi lindNivel.let website on Gøøgl to access chapters of 

novels early and in the highest quality. 

Once again, Alexander had defeated the enemy in a single move! With such 

an understated move, the formation created by the Waine and Simmons 

families collapsed. All of them spilled blood and slid down the wall, unable to 

get up! "No, that's impossible!" Looking at the scene in front of them, Troy and 

Xerxes were dumbfounded, and their entire bodies trembled violently. 

"What kind of martial arts is this? What kind of power does this young man 

possess?" That was the question on everyone's mind. Even if they saw it with 

their own eyes, it was still hard to believe! 

As second-tier families, Troy and Xerxes had grandmaster executors in their 

families, and they had seen supreme grandmasters with dominant strength 

with their elders. The powerhouses of today's martial arts world were no 

strangers to them. 

However, to their astonishment, even an Apex of Grandmaster would not be 

able to wield such terrifying power! "The world is so big. How much could you 

have seen? The frog at the bottom of the well will never know the vastness of 

this world." In the end, Alexander withdrew his right hand, walked slowly 

toward Troy and Xerxes, and shook his head indifferently. "I gave you both a 

small 

punishment before, hoping that you would change your attitude and repent. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

Unfortunately, you didn't bother." "Just now, I asked you to kneel and crawl 

away. You didn't take the opportunity either." "Now..." Thud! 



Before Alexander finished speaking, Xerxes' legs went soft, and he fell to his 

knees. As he desperately kowtowed, he cried bitterly, "I want a chance, I want 

another chance!" I "I'm willing to kowtow. I'm willing to kneel and crawl out of 

the hotel. I'm a self-humiliating idiot, a bad man who doesn't know any better. I 

was 

wrong!" Behind Alexander, Frank looked at The content is on  Read the latest 

chapter there! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

Xerxes, who was kneeling and crying and was relieved. The content is on En 

novelxo.com! Read the latest 

chapter there! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

"Xerxes, weren't you being arrogant 

just now? Didn't you want the 

Redwine family to be buried with Alexander? What about now? The Simmons 

and Waine families are nothing in front of Alexander? You're as good as shit!" 

The Redwine family swearing allegiance to Mister Kane was the wisest 

decision in the history of the Redwine family! "Xerxes is pretty smart, isn't he? 

He's pretty quick on his feet." Alexander lowered his eyes, glanced past 

Xerxes, and then looked at Troy, trembling all over. He spoke softly, "So, what 

about you?" "Kneel or die?" The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

Chapter 492 

 

   

 

Chapter 0492 Kneel or die? Accepting fate or fighting for dignity was the 

option. 

What was dignity when your life was at stake? It was better to die than to live 
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miserably! Troy had been spoiled since childhood. 

He had never seen a scene like this. His teeth trembled with fear. Learning 

from experience, he knelt before Alexander with a thud, his throat instantly dry 

from crying. 

"1 will do as I said, kowtow a hundred times!" "One, two, three..." As he 

kowtowed, he counted. In an instant, the skin on his forehead opened up, 

blood flowed down his I 

cheeks and into his neck, and his precious suit was stained blood red! 

"Frank." Alexander turned his head and said softly to Frank, "Right now, your 

performance can only be described as barely passing. Do you know why?" 

Frank's body stiffened as he thought frantically about what had happened 

before, his muscles suddenly tightening and his forehead sweating coldly. 

"Yes, I understand! "I shouldn't have let Troy and Xerxes come up with a 

solution right now. I should have taken the initiative and never been passive!" 

Alexander smiled. 

"As of today, you are a member of my 

team. From now on, you have to be a man and be brave." Alexander patted 

Frank on the shoulder and walked past Waine and Simmons' men, who 

sprawled on the ground to the door. 

As he left the room, he gave Frank his last message. 

"Buck up if you're one of mine. You don't need to fear or show the slightest 

weakness to any of the family heads, including the tycoons." "They don't 

deserve it!" Alexander took Afred and the usher and quietly left under the 

stunned eyes of the many guests in the hall. 

The banquet was far from over, however, and the Troy and Xerxes were 

I not done kowtowing. 

It took them ten minutes to complete a full hundred kowtows, and they still 

dared not get up. Under Frank's supervision, they were like two bereaved 

dogs, kneeling on the ground and crawling with their heads down. 



They crawled out of the hotel before a large group of guests, embarrassed. 

They regretted their actions! They did not even pay attention to their seriously 

injured subordinates, including the two grandmasters. They drove their limited 

edition luxury cars and left the hotel as if fleeing for their lives, each returning 

to their families. 

Dignity swept the floor, and they lost everything! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

The hall did not quiet down for a while. Salh the FindNon m website on 

Google to access chapters of novels early and in the highest quality. The 

content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

~~ 

Every guest who stayed was discussing with great excitement, "What 

happened? Did that young man destroy the subordinates of the 

Simmons and Waing families?" "Yes, 

el 

they were destroyed! Didn't you see what happened just now? The two 

arrogant young masters crawled out on their knees and kowtowed a hundred 

times! They had lost the dignity of their families, and the two of them had 

completely missed the opportunity to be the head of the family in the future!" 

"The Redwine family is amazing now. The content is on  Read the latest 

chapter there! 

That young man seems to be Frank's friend!" "Shhh, keep your voice down. If 

you want to call the head of the Redwine 

family, you can no longer use his real name..." All sorts of discussions 

reached Frank's ears. 

He stood in the middle of the banquet hall, looking at the whispering guests, 

staring closely at the hotel entrance, his eyes growing brighter and brighter. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 



The main purpose of this banquet was accomplished! After that night, some 

smarter people should know that the Redwine family can no longer be 

underestimated by anyone in the future. Not the Waine family, not the 

Simmons family, not even the top ten tycoons! Those on the fence would have 

to take sides! The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

Chapter 493 

 

   

 

Chapter 0493 Early the next morning, at the Simmons mansion in the north. 

Since the loss of both Veridian and Blossomtown, Zayn has refused to see 

anyone and lives behind closed doors. 

He left all family matters to his subordinates. Sitting in the Simmons family 

ancestral hall, he seemed to have aged more than a dozen years. 

The mood was somber! Blossomtown was the foundation of the Simmons 

family. With the loss of Blossomtown, most of the industries under his 

command disappeared, losing their largest economic source. 

Even the foundation that has been passed down for more than 100 years 

cannot withstand such a great loss. 

The only way to recover from the defeat was to drive out the tigers and 

swallow the wolves, annex some third-tier small families in the north, and 

make up for the losses of the Simmons family as much as possible! "Sir!" Just 

as Zayn was deep in thought, an old man in a gray robe walked quickly to the 

door of the ancestral hall, extended his hand, and whispered, "Sir, the young 

master got in trouble at the Redwine family banquet last night!" Zayn waved 

his hand slightly and Jaughed in a low voice. "What can he do? The family 

business is almost gone, How much worse can it be? Just take care of trivial 

things like this 
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yourself, don't bother me anymore." The gray-robed old man shook his head 

slowly, his voice even lower. 

"This time, it's different. 

"In the past, the young master got into trouble, but he only bullied men and 

women to show his power, but this time... the young master and Troy 

offended a man and were humiliated at the Redwine family banquet!" Zayn's 

muddy eyes suddenly sharpened. With a stern look in his eyes, he urged the 

housekeeper to continue. "Pip, go on, tell me what the hell is going on!" The 

housekeeper, Pip, wasted no time in answering truthfully, "Last night..." 

With a heavy heart, he recounted what had happened at the Redwine family 

banquet. "If this matter is not resolved soon, I am afraid that the prestige of 

the Simmons family will plummet, and it will be difficult to maintain the status 

of a second-tier family!" Zayn jumped off the sofa as if a real flame was 

burning in his eyes. was furious. 

Redwine Family? Although the Simmons family was weak, they were still a 

top second-tier family. A strange young man with an unknown surname 

defeating the grandmasters of the Simmons and Waine families was 

intolerable. Sla*th the (ind) vel.not website on Gøøgll to access chapters of 

novels early and in the highest quality. 

Zayn considered which family he could attack and take over their assets to 

rebuild the Simmons' name, Since the 

Redwine family had provoked the Simmons, Zayn thought they were the 

perfect choice. He would destroy the Redwines and let the forces in the north 

know that even if Blossomtown was lost, the Simmons family stood firm and 

tall. The Simmons were not to be taken lightly. 

On the other side, Troy was kneeling on the floor at the Waine family mansion 

entrance. 

"Father, I was wrong!" His injuries from the night before were severe. He was 

covered in bandages as he kowtowed to Ryder, crying bitterly. 



17 asked Christopher and more than 40 elites to help, but..." "However, that 

bastard was far too powerful. He injured Christopher and everyone else with 

just 

one move. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

Besides, Frank was an idiot. He should have gone easy on us. Instead, he 

supervised Xerxes and me while we were being punished. He told us to leave 

the hotel on our knees. Father, you must avenge us!" Ryder, the head of the 

Waine family, stared at his son, kneeling outside the door, his eyes gradually 

widening in rage. The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

The Waine family came from Veridian and was once powerful in the north. 

They were just one step away from becoming a second-tier family. After losing 

Veridian, the family's reputation was in jeopardy, and they had almost become 

a laughingstock among their peers. &9 Ryder could not believe that even the 

Redwine family could taunt them. It 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

was unbearable! "If he can defeat 

Chapman and Christopher, that strange young man must be at least a 

supreme grand martial artist with dominant strength." The muscles in Ryder's 

face twitched as he racked his brain for a plan. After a while, he opened his 

eyes, turned around, and walked into the ancestral hall. He took out an iron 

token and threw it to the housekeeper. The content is on  Read the latest 

chapter there! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

Steven, take this token to Iceland in 

the far north. Roman Sonov, known as the 'Iceland Violent Bear, onde owed 

us a favor. It's time for him to return the favor!" Tom caught the token but 

hesitated to carry out the order. "Sir, Roman isa supreme grand martial with 

dominant The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 



strength. This favor is too important for us. If we use it up and face greater 

difficulties in the future..." & Before Tom could finish, Ryder interrupted with a 

wave of his hand. 

If we run out of favor, we can earn it back. As long as the Redwine family is 

destroyed and all their industries annexed, it will be enough to make up for the 

loss this time!" "When Roman arrives, we'll attack immediately!" 

Chapter 494 

 

   

 

Chapter 0494 Time has a way of slipping through our fingers. 

Before anyone realized it, three days had passed since the Redwine family's 

grand banquet. The events of that night had rippled out, setting off a chain 

reaction. An increasing number of lesser clans then flocked to the Redwine 

family, eager to serve, and the family's enterprises were booming like never 

before. 

"Frank, you've outdone yourself." In the opulent hall of the Redwine estate, 

Vince, the once head of the family, regarded his third son with newfound 

respect. "I was blind to your talents, but now I see that your choices were spot 

on. 

"Bowing to Mister Kane was the turning point for our family's ascent. 

You played your cards right!" I Frank beamed with pride. 

There was a time when he languished in the shadows of his older brothers, 

the headship of the family an unattainable dream. However, times have 

changed. Owen, his second brother, was gone, and Dallas, the eldest, had 

faded into obscurity. Frank then stood as the new patriarch, basking in his 

moment of triumph. 

"The strength of our family lies in our might. The quicker we grow, the more 
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we need a rock-solid foundation. We must recruit the best fighters, the 

Envoys, at any cost. If we could even bring a Grandmaster into our ranks, or 

better yet, a heavyweight... "" Vince 

said, clapping Frank on the shoulder with a grave tone. 

Before Vince could finish, Frank's grin widened. 

"Father, you're about to meet some very special individuals." With a dramatic 

gesture, Frank beckoned and then turned to Vince with a confident flare. 

"Envoys, step forward!" In a flash, three figures appeared as if summoned 

from the shadows. Sath the FindNl.not website on Google to access chapters 

of novels early and in the highest quality. 

The moment Frank finished speaking, three venerable figures appeared, 

moving with the grace of swans in flight. They descended from the night's 

embrace to the grand hall's threshold, bowing in harmony. 

"Greetings to the elder patriarch, 

greetings to the young master. The Three Sages of Cidda City offer their 

respects!" The Three Sages of Cidda City?! A wave of wild joy washed over 

Vince's face. He sprang from his seat, eagerly guiding Frank to greet the 

newcomers, bowing with fists clasped, his voice quivering with excitement. 

"Elders, is it truly you?" "With you three as our Envoys, the Redwine family 

can finally breathe easy. I'm just... I'm over the moon!" Vince's reaction was 

understandable. 

The north was a land of endless breadth, teeming with formidable fighters, 

and the Three Sages of Cidda 

City were among the elite, Grandmaster at peak-level combatants. They were 

brothers of one blood, their minds in perfect sync, a force combined that could 

even topple an early-stage heavyweight. 

Frank must have moved mountains to bring such champions to their side! 

"Dad, we can finally relax, right?" After exchanging pleasantries with the 

Three Sages of Cidda City, Frank's face lit up with a smile. "The elders have 



graciously accepted the role of Envoys. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

I've made it clear that the Redwine family will treat them with nothing but the 

highest regard. Tonight, we'll throw a banquet in honor of our three Envoys!" 

"Absolutely! They deserve all our respect!" The content is on  Read the latest 

chapter there! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

vince was beside himself with glee, nodding vigorously. "And it's not just any 

banquet. We'll invite a crowd, and we must have Mister Kane there to show 

the whole north..." His words 

hung in the air, cut short by a sudden, scornful laugh that rang out above the 

Redwine estate. "Show the whole north what? Are you trying to 

broadcast to all the noble houses that the Redwine family's downfall is at 

hand?" "Since you cross the Waine family, you better be ready to face the 

consequences. Thinking that hiring the Three Sages of Cidda City will save 

the Redwine family? That's a joke!" Vince's face went white as a sheet! He 

knew all too well whose voice that was. It belonged to the patriarch of the The 

content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

Waine family, Troy Waine's father, 

Pa 

Ryder Waine! "Mister Waine, with our families united, the Redwine family 

standa chance." Before the won't stand a Redwines could even muster 

aresponse, another chillingly familiar 

sneer drifted from the manor's gates. 

The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

"When the time comes, we'll split the Redwine empire down the middle. 

Sounds fair, doesn't it?" It was not just Vince who turned ghostly pale; Frank 

did 



too. 

Ryder was not the only one who had shown up. Zayn Simmons himself was 

there in person! The two mighty families had teamed up for a stealth attack, 

arriving on the scene in force! 

Chapter 495 

 

   

 

Chapter 0495 While the Redwine father and son were reeling in shock, Ryder 

and Zayn were already basking in smug triumph. 

Right there at the Redwine estate gates, the heads of the Simmons and 

Waine families stood, an aura of death around them, flanked by the last two 

Grandmaster Envoys of their respective clans. Behind them, a hundred of 

their finest troops stood ready. 

Leading the pack was a giant of a man, nearly two meters tall, with a chest 

and back as bare as the day he was born. 

His body hair thick and wild, like a bear on the prowl. 

He was the Polar Heavyweight, known as the Icefield Violent Bear, Roman 

Sonov! "Heavyweight!" In the heart of the estate, the Three Sages of Cidda 

City, who had managed to maintain their composure until then, were suddenly 

stricken with terror. Their eyes met, each reflecting the same dread they felt. 

That was no mere supreme grand martial. That was a heavyweight atthe 

major level! The fighter from the distant northern reaches stood at the gates of 

the Redwine family's home, an immovable iceberg personified, exuding an 

aura of icy ferocity. Even from a distance of over two hundred meters, they 

could sense his chilling presence with unsettling clarity. 

He was an adversary beyond their ability to challenge. 
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"Young master." The eldest of the Three Sages of Cidda City, a gaunt elder 

with snowy hair, turned to Frank with a weighty tone. 

"Our foe's power is overwhelming, his level too advanced. If we face him 

head- on, I'm afraid..." Frank felt a heavy dread settle in his chest, his face 

draining of color. 

He knew exactly what the elder meant. Soal*h the Find Dølel.not website on 

Gøøgle to access chapters of novels early and in the highest quality. 

The Three Sages of Cidda City, whom they had just enlisted, were no match 

for the combined might of the Simmons and Waine families. Unless a miracle 

occurred, that day could spell doom for the Redwines. 

You're still hesitating?" In the midst of Frank's anxious panic, Ryder and Zayn 

strutted to the forefront of the great hall. They gazed at Vince and Frank, their 

faces ashen, and laughed mockingly. "The Redwine family's banquet three 

days ago made a mockery of our Simmons and Waine families. 

"Did you ever consider what today would bring?! "Out with it, where have you 

hidden that enigmatic young man? Give him up!" The night of the gala was 

thick with tension. Troy and Xerxes Simmons had only heard whispers of 

Alexander, known simply as a friend to the Redwine family. Little did they 

know that he was the cause of the significant 

losses in Veridian and Blossomtown. 

Their covert strike had crossed swords with a legend the indomitable 

Alexander, the very myth of Ol' Mare, who had felled eight of the mightiest 

Envoys, leaving a trail of devastation in his wake. 

Frank's mind echoed with Alexander's warning. "Stand tall, never bend..." The 

fear that once gripped his face melted into resolve as he stood defiant before 

Ryder and Zayn. "You may have the upper hand against my Redwine family, 

but you're dead wrong if you think we'll bow down. We're warriors to the end, 

not cowards who flee from death. Do you want a battle? You've got one, and 

we'll fight till our last breath!" he declared. 



Ryder and Zayn locked eyes and erupted into mocking laughter. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

"Frank! You've got guts, I'll give you 

its aloge 

that. However, guts alone won't fill your belly!" they jeered, their laughter 

subsiding as they scrutinized him. The content is on  Read the latest chapter 

there! 

"You just don't get it, do you? Well, don't say we didn't warn you. Mister 

Violent 

Bear, show him what we mean!" they taunted. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

As Ryder's command hung in the air, 

the stalwart defenders of Three 

Sages of Cidda City sprang nto m action. They shielded Frank with their 

bodies, ready to clash with the fury of a storm, their stance unyielding, 

prepared for a fight to the death. The content is on  Read the latest chapter 

there! 

Roman Sonov sneered at the Three Sages of Cidda City, flashing a cruel 

smile that showcased his pearly whites. He spoke some incomprehensible 

language. 

From a distance, Ryder's gaze on Frank intensified, his grin turning wicked. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

"Can't make heads or tails of it? Let 

me spell it out for you!" "Mister m Violent Bear's gonna snap every bone in 

your body, leave you begging for life or death!" The content is on 

 Read the latest chapter there! 
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Chapter 0496 The Icefield Violent Bear from the icy reaches of Siberton, 

Roman, was not just all talk-he was a fighting titan. 

The moment Ryder's words hung in the air, Roman was already on the move. 

Standing over two meters tall, the supreme grand martial artist, known as the 

Icefield Violent Bear, attacked just like his namesake: an unstoppable steel 

juggernaut barreling straight for Frank. 

He charged with unstoppable force, his sheer power level crushing. 

His mid-stage heavyweight strength was leagues beyond what Frank could 

handle, sending shivers down the spines of the Three Sages of Cidda City. 

The trio of white-haired sages mustered all their might, conjuring a shield of 

vital energy, shouting at the top of their lungs, "Elders, young master, run!!" 

Run? There was no chance. 

Roman bared his teeth in a sinister grin, a low chuckle rumbling from his 

throat as he was wrapped in the tyrant's fierce aura. His right fist, tight as a 

hammer, came crashing down on the vital energy shield. 

The sound of the impact boomed. 

The defense, crafted by three peak- level heavyweights, crumbled like it 

was made of clay and paper, obliterated by the Icefield Violent Bear's no- 

nonsense punch! Such was the fearsome might of a heavyweight at major-

stage! One against three, he triumphed with a single blow! The eldest of 

Cidda City's famed trio reeled from the punch's aftershock in the thick of the 

tyrant's reign. Blood gushed from his mouth, staining his beard and shirtfront 

crimson. 

The gulf between a Grandmaster and a heavyweight was vast, and the three 

brothers were outmatched! With each clap, Ryder and Zayn's smirks widened. 

They sauntered forward, taunting the ashen-faced Frank, "Feeling the might of 

the Mister 

Violent Bear now, are you?" "Weren't you the one who boasted that the 



Redwine family only has warriors who die fighting, not cowards who die 

fearing? Let's hear that bold claim again. Show us that Redwine spine!" they 

jeered. 

Frank's jaw was set, his eyes a fiery red. 

They were outclassed with no recourse. 

The trio from Cidda City had fought with all their might against Roman's 

assault. 

However, the Violent Bear's power was overwhelming, and the Redwine 

family stood no chance. 

The Redwine family's time had run out, and their fate was sealed. 

"You know what they say, 'A wise man knows when to yield.' Frank, for old 

times' sake, I'll give you an out," Ryder said with a sly grin. Sath the 

FindNøvl.not website on Gøøgle to access chapters of novels early and in the 

highest quality. 

"Swear loyalty, hand over the Redwine estate, and maybe Zayn and I will look 

the other way. 

"And that scoundrel who hurt my boys? Hand him over too. Or else Violent 

Bear's next move will be your last." Swearing loyalty to the Waine and 

Simmons families? Frank and Vince locked eyes, unspoken determination 

reflected in their gaze. 

They would choose death over dishonor. 

Roman was a force to be reckoned 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

with, but their allegiance was to Alexander. They would face om destruction, 

the fall of the Redwine family; before they would be labeled 

traitors. The content is on 

 Read the latest chapter there! 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

"Ryder!" Frank stepped up, standing tall and fearless. "The Redwine family 



may be outmatched but if you think we'll bow to you, you're dreaming!" There 

was no turning back after those words. The content is on  Read the latest 

chapter there! 

Ryder's smile vanished, replaced by a chilling, mocking laugh. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

"Mister Violent Bear, if the Redwine 

family seeks a noble end, we'll gran geeks an 

it The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

"""No mercy this time! Wipe them 

I out!" 

Chapter 497 

 

   

 

Chapter 0497 It was a dog-eat-dog world where only the strongest survived. 

The high-stakes games of the elite were no different. 

Roman made his move again, that time pulling no punches. Like a mountain 

on the move, his massive frame closed the distance to Frank in a heartbeat. 

He was unstoppable. 

The Three Sages of Cidda City had put up a fight, but they were like leaves in 

a storm. Roman brushed them aside, his body a juggernaut, sending them 

flying. Then, with a swift motion, his hand came crashing down on Frank's 

head. 

An avalanche of force! It was not a fancy move, just a devastating palm strike, 

but the power behind it was monstrous. 

Ryder and Zayn were already smirking wickedly behind him, practically 

visualizing Frank's head exploding and his lifeless body hitting the ground. 

However, in reality... 
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Nothing of the sort happened! Out of nowhere, a young man appeared silently 

next to Frank. 

With an effortless flick of his wrist, he scattered Roman's brutal attack, 

chuckling lightly. "Looks like I made it justin time." "A major-level 

heavyweight? We don't 

see many of those up north." What?! Roman's eyebrows shot up, and he 

quickly retreated to stand with Ryder and Zayn. 

The two were initially shocked, then scrutinized the newcomer with narrowing 

eyes. 

Who was that guy? If Troy and Xerxes were to be believed, a mysterious 

youth had humiliated them at the Redwine family's banquet, shaming both the 

Waine and Simmons families. 

Could it be that very stranger? "Mister Kane!" In that instant, Frank's face lit up 

with an excitement he could not hide, a 

euphoria like being granted a second chance at life, and he was dying to 

express his gratitude to Alexander. 

Alexander had arrived, and the Redwine family had a fighting chance! "Did 

you bring The Three Sages of Cidda City on as your Envoys?" Alexander, 

smiling, paid no mind to Ryder and Zayn and did not even bother looking at 

Roman. He gave Frank a reassuring pat on the shoulder, his eyes filled with 

approval. "The Waine and Simmons families are out for revenge, and it's 

smart to bring in some muscle. Good job. 

"Just now, you remained steadfast, unwavering even in the shadow of death, 

truly fit to lead the Redwine family." 

He was so overwhelmed with emotion that words failed him. 

It was a rush like no other! Alexander had seen it all and understood the depth 

of the earlier disgrace. Then, that shame was redeemed by Alexander's nod of 

approval. Sla*th the FindN000l.not website on Google to access chapters of 

novels early and in the highest quality. 
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"Your last name is Kane?" Only then did Ryder and the Simmons family start 

to piece things together is together m exchanging a look before fixing their 

gaze on Alexander. ""Ol' Mare's king without a crown, Alexander. What's your 

connection to him? "What's your deal with the Kane family, one of the 

northern powerhouse? The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

"Just who are you?" Blossomtown in the Veridian had fallen, eight mighty 

fighters dead, and they were still clueless about who stood before them. Talk 

about being in the dark... 

Alexander chuckled, his eyes leisurely scanning over Ryder and Zayn. "My 

identity? That's not for you to worry about. 
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"Just decide if you will bow down or 

fall?" In an instant, Ryder and the Zayns' faces went pale! They had come up 

with a plan, ambushing the Redwine family, even pulling in old favors to bring 

forth the legendary Icefield Violent Bear! Yet Alexander, that enigmatic youth, 

The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

had effortlessly parried their best shot. 
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What was that power? If they had to guess, he was on par with a 

major-level heavyweight, every bit as 

formidable as Roman! "There's no 

turning back now. It's either him or ve 

up." Ryder's thoughts were a whirlwind of strategy and urgency. 

With a fierce bellow, he proclaimed, 

"The Simmons and Waine families stand together or fall apart. We must unite 

against our common foe. No one can afford to back down! "All 

hands on deck! Join forces with Mister Violent Bear and take down Alexander 



with everything you've got. The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

"Move out!" 

Chapter 498 

 

   

 

I Chapter 0498 Ryder was resolute in his decision. 

However, not everyone was eager to heed his call. 

As his voice faded, Zayn did not send their envoys into the fray. Instead, he 

took three steps back, locking eyes with Alexander, their gaze darting about, 

clearly deep in thought. 

Yet, that did not stop Roman and the Waine family's envoys from springing 

into action! "A 3 4H 1 - 3 k In yitomili, angzi wasai, enku! At the front line, 

Roman's smile twisted into a savage grin as he spoke in the cryptic northern 

tongue, then let out a thunderous cry, "Sidde dawa lai, Sena xi!" 

What? The Waine family's two Grandmaster envoys were about to strike when 

they froze, confusion written all over their faces as they turned to Ryder. 

'What's Mister Violent Bear's game? Did he really need their help?" "Mister 

Violent Bear's orders are to split up and take them on separately." Ryder's grin 

was menacing as he glared at Alexander. "The Three Sages of Cidda City are 

already wounded. 

They're sitting ducks! Take them down first, then team up with Mister Violent 

Bear and rip Alexander to shreds!" With a whoosh, the Waine family's envoys 

did not hesitate that time. One soared into the air, while the other 

lunged forward, energy swirling around them as they charged ferociously at 

the Three Sages of Cidda City. 

Roman was quicker off the mark! A giant of a man, towering over two meters, 

was shrouded in a chilling aura that spread like wildfire across his body. He 
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charged forward like a runaway train, his skin and the air sparking together to 

create a fiery red glow. 

Then there were his fists! His hands, powerful as iron, were like the paws of a 

polar bear, with a concentrated core of energy that formed into sharp, white 

ice shards. In the blink of an eye, his palm had already slammed down on 

Alexander's head! 

"Nice speed, and the powers... 

decent." As the relentless attack bore down like a landslide, Alexander just 

cracked a faint smile, flicked a finger up casually, and tapped Roman's palm. 

With a grin, he said, "Too bad your moves are so unsophisticated. You think 

sheer force can shatter all defenses? You've got a long way to go." Roman, 

who had seemed invincible just a moment before, then looked utterly 

shocked, his bearded face freezing in place, his eyes bulging out like huge 

bells. 

Agony shot through him! His entire right arm disintegrated before their eyes, 

his once mighty form crumbling like dry leaves, skin, muscle, sinew, bone... all 

turning a 

ghastly blue and flaking away, leaving nothing but a heap of broken ice on the 

ground. 

The dominant strength he had honed for decades in the harsh northern ice 

fields had just been turned against him by Alexander's simple touch! "What in 

the world was that?!" Ryder gasped from a short distance away. 

With just one move and one finger, Roman's right arm was utterly destroyed. 

What kind of martial prowess was that? Roman was a true supreme grand 

martial, and not just any, but a major- level one! How did Alexander pull that 

off? Was he even human? Ryder was not the only one 

gobsmacked; Zayn, along with Frank and Vince, were all frozen, eyes bugging 

out as they stared at the spectacle before them. Their faces mirrored the 



same expression: utter disbelief. 
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In the north, they held a respectable 

position and had encountered 

formidable fighters on the level of champions. They had even been fortunate 

enough to witness numerous battles of martial arts 

heavyweights and had a decent 

understanding of the divisions within the fighters' realm. The content is on  

Read the latest chapter there! 
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However, what Alexander just pulled off was beyond anything they could have 

pictured. It was like something out of a fantasy, utterly mind-blowing. Sach Th 

Find Nøvel. et website on Gøøgle to access chapters of novels early and in 

the highest quality. The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 
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"This can't be happening, this just can't be..." The silence that hung in the air 

was shattered when Ryder, desperate like a man clinging to a lifeline, lashed 

out at Alexander with a f furious below, I don't care who you 

are, you've got no right to mess with Regulus Windsur's business. We're here 

to take down the Redwine 

family, and that's none of your business! "Stick your nose into 

Regulus Windsur's affairs, and you're making an enemy of us all. That's our 

law! "Break our law, and you're a dead man!" The content is on  Read the 

latest chapter there! 

Chapter 499 
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Chapter 0499 Rules? Alexander could not help but chuckle. S-Dallh the (ind) 

vel.not website on Gøøgle to access chapters of novels early and in the 

highest quality. 

"Rules are just made up by folks," he said. 

He looked at Ryder, who was freaking out, with a composed, steady gaze. His 

voice was indifferent, like he was just stating the obvious. "Your precious rules 

are just to bully the small. The big fish eat the little fish, and that's that. 

"Sure, you can preach about rules and do whatever you want when you're the 

one in charge. 

"n)." However, me? I am the rule. 

The moment he said that the air in the Redwine family's estate seemed to turn 

to ice. I Alexander's presence was like a rocket to the moon! It was as if a 

legendary beast was waking up inside him, radiating an untouchable, fierce 

power. The air around him was electric with potential violence, and the threat 

of death hung heavy as a fog. 

That was the aura of a warlord who had seen countless battles, walked fields 

strewn with the dead, and stood tall amidst mountains of bones. That was the 

aura of the mightiest Lord of War. 

"This can't be happening, it just can't..." Ryder was beside himself. 

He was a big shot, the head of a major family, but he had never felt fear like 

that. The guy in front of him, Alexander, did not seem human. He was like 

some ancient, unstoppable force of destruction. 

What had the Waine family gotten themselves into? If he could take a do-over 

pill right then, he would gulp it down in a heartbeat. 

"You were asking who lam?" Alexander's intense vibe dialed back, and he 

turned to Frank, who was practically glowing with respect, and said with a 

smile, "Go ahead, tell him." Frank, barely containing his glee, stepped up and 

locked eyes with Ryder, his face screaming confidence. "Ryder, 

weren't vou the one gunning for the New Chesire Group, wanting to wipe them 



out completely? "Listen up, the Redwine family has pledged their loyalty to 

them. We're in Kane's corner now! "And the guy you're looking at? That's 

Alexander, the big shot of the Redwine household, the kingpin of Ol' Mare 

without a crown, and the other half of New Chesire Group's boss, Amber!" 

Kaboom! Ryder staggered back as if hitby a thunderbolt, his face white asa 

ghost. 

It clicked... 

That was Alexander I 

He was the one who stormed through the northern defenses in a single night, 

wiped out Blossomtown, and took out eight of those high-flying fighter 

Envoys... The Xanthos family was not pulling the strings after all. They got it 

totally wrong! The man behind it all was right there, the guy whose name he 

had only heard whispered, and then he was staring at the legend in the flesh. 

The enigmatic prodigy, Alexander! 1A secret stops being a secret the moment 

it's out. And if you want to keep it under wraps, the easiest way is to take out 

anyone in the know." Alexander said calmly, his finger poised to strike again, 

"Take this to the grave. Try being a good guy next time around." 

Zap! His finger jabbed the air, unleashing a torrent of raw power! Rvder's face 

twisted in terror, the Waine family's Envoys turned pale, and their elite fighters 

froze in fear. 

Over fifty of them, including Roman with his busted arm, were caught in the 

relentless blast, their bodies peppered with wounds. 

They hit the ground without so much as a peep, stone dead. 

Then, silence. 

The deep, unyielding silence of the grave. 
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In front of the grand Redwine family estate, Frank, Vince, the Three Sages ol 

Cidda City, the sole survivor Zayn, the two Envoys from the simmons family, 

The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 
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along with their top-notch bodyguards, all of them had stopped breathing for a 

moment, their hearts! pounding uncontrollably. The content is on  Read the 

latest chapter there! 

What did it mean to be truly powerful? Today, they had their answer. 

Visit Novelxo.org to read full content. 

It was the overwhelming might of one against many, effortlessly turning 

adversaries to dust, a mere 

conversation laying waste to alm e opposition, all without breaking a sweat! 

"And you, Zayn Simmons." After the dust settled, Alexander turned his 

attention back, a subtle smile playing on his lips. "Ryder just 

gave the order for the Waine and simmons family Envoys to band The content 

is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

together and take me down, vet vou didn't join in "Tell me, why?" 

Chapter 500 

 

   

 

Chapter 0500 "Why? Because you are named Kane, because I've figured it 

out! You're the one stirring up chaos in the North, the center of attention for all 

the noble families, the fearsome figure marching into the North, Alexander!" 

Zayn thought. Slalch Thi (F)indNovil.let website on Gøøgll to access chapters 

of novels early and in the highest quality. 

"Mister Kane!" Having seen the Waine family's downfall, Zayn had no more 

delusions. 

He bowed deeply, standing his ground. 

"Please, Mister Kane, have mercy. The simmons family was foolish and has 

offended you. We hope for your forgiveness and that you might spare 
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US "If Mister Kane agrees, the Simmons family will gladly pledge allegiance!" 

Pledge allegiance? Alexander had expected that response from Zayn. A slight 

smirk graced his lips. 

He knew his place. 

"Frank." He remained noncommittal, turning to Frank, who stood respectfully 

at his side and offered a smile. "The Simmons family? They're a minor league 

to me, easily spared or easily erased. I'm curious about your take on this." 

Frank, clearly honored by the 

attention, quickly bowed and gave a respectful nod. After a brief moment of 

thought, he spoke with conviction, "Ryder has crossed Mister Kane and 

refuses to see reason. He's not worth our concern. However, Zayn of the 

Simmons family figured out who Mister Kane was. That takes some smarts." 

"With the north in chaos and power plays shifting, the Redwine family could 

come in handy down the line. 

Then again, Mister Kane has the kind of power that could wipe them out 

without a second thought. You're the real deal, unstoppable." Alexander 

chuckled. 

For a young guy, Frank's insights were sharp, and he had a knack for giving 

compliments that did not grate, 

probably because he stuck to the facts. 

"Starting today, the Simmons family falls under the Redwine banner." With a 

casual wave, he turned and headed for the Redwine estate's entrance. "Let's 

keep this under wraps, especially my identity. Spill the beans, and it's a death 

sentence." Leaving the Redwine estate, the night was thick around him. 

Alexander's stride was easy, unhurried as if he were simply taking an evening 

stroll. About two kilometers out, he paused, a hint of a smirk on his face. 

you've been skulking around once. No eavesdroppers now. Time to come out, 

don't you think?" With a swift whoosh, the night 

answered. 



The moment Alexander paused, a { fierce wind howled to life like an arrow 

zipping through the night, hurtling from a hundred meters away straight for his 

forehead. 

"A hidden weapon?" With a chuckle, Alexander shook his head and reached 

out into the empty air. I A soft click echoed as a jet-black abacus bead, 

suspended in front of him, froze mid-flight, as if magnetized by an unseen 

force, and lightly dropped into his palm. 

"Nice catch!" From the shadows a hundred meters away, a dark chuckle cut 

through the night. Aman ina black robe, his long 

hair flowing, moved with the grace of a gibbon, a black iron abacus in his grip. 

He approached without a sound, emerging from the darkness. 

His aura was deep and mysterious, a true supreme grand martial. 
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"The North is full of surprises. I've just dealt with one tough guy, and 

here comes another' Schilling, Alexander tossed the abacus bead 

aside and said, "You saw how easily I took down Roman Sonov. The 

content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 
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you've seen what I can do, and yet 

C 

you try a sneak attack? You had the chance to run, Why didn't you?" Run? 

Who said anything about running? The robed figure cradled the abacus, The 

content is on  

Read the latest chapter there! 

grinning wickedly at Alexander. "I've been watching you all night, Alexander. 

Now that I've figured out who you are, there's no way I'm letting you leave the 

North 

alive. 
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"Everyone's got a weakness, and 

you're no different. Just because you took down Roman doesn't mean you 

can handle me! "In my grasp, the abacus is a death decree from the 

underworld itself, a merciless judge that would rather condemn ten thousand 

innocents than spare a single guilty soul. Whether you're of the Kane 

bloodline is irrelevant! Your life ends here! The content is on  Read the latest 

chapter there! 

 


